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Fisher
eat fish. Fishers are an important predator of

by the USFS Pacific North-

otters, weasels, and minks. Historically, the fisher occurred

porcupines, killing by biting the porcupine’s

west Research Station. The

in forested habitats throughout western Oregon, Wash-

face while avoiding the sharp quills. Because

study examined the fisher’s

ington and northern California. By 1940, Oregon’s fisher

of this hunting ability, fishers were reintro-

genetics, food habitats, and

populations were either greatly reduced or eliminated from

duced into Douglas County in the late 1970’s

many areas due to non-regulated trapping, accidental

and early 1980’s. Foresters and biologists hoped that the

and maternal den sites, rest sites, and effects of stand and

poisoning, and habitat loss. Fishers feed on porcupines,

fishers would reduce porcupine populations and the dam-

landscape composition on habitat use and home range size.

snowshoe hares, chipmunks and squirrels. The common

age that porcupines cause to trees. Fishers currently occur

The study has provided management recommendations to

name “fisher” is a misnomer because fishers do not eat

in two small distinct populations in southwest Oregon. They

maintain and restore Oregon’s fisher populations.

fish at all. The origin of the name is not known, but may be

favor late successional forests below 4,000 feet. From 1995

due to confusion with the closely-related mink, which does

to 2002, a cooperative research project was conducted

habitat use, including natal
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Fishers are medium-sized predators and are related to

(Mammals Cont.)
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(Brachylagus idahoensis)

Rails
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

As spring melds into summer and day melds into night,

Because rails are secretive and most active at dusk and

pebbles together. Both Virginia rails and sora are common

Eastern Oregon marshes present an ever-changing proces-

dawn, they are best identified by their breeding calls. The

in freshwater and brackish marshes throughout Oregon,
but the yellow rail is one of the state’s rarest breeding birds.

frogs croak a squeaky chorus;

Yellow rails breed in shallow freshwater wetlands, particu-

Wilson’s snipe perform spiral

larly in flooded sedge meadows. In Oregon, they have a

display flights with whistling

narrow distribution within Klamath and Lake Counties and

wings; common nighthawks

occur in suitable habitats at 4,100 – 5,000 feet in elevation.

end diving flights with a

They primarily build their nests under domes of the previous

“boom;” and rails reveal their

year’s plant growth, called senescent vegetation. The total

grassy hiding places by clicks,

Oregon population is estimated to be less than 300 birds,

clucks or grunts. Oregon’s

which may represent 50 percent of the entire western

wetlands are home to three

United States breeding population. Yellow rail populations

species of rails, all of which

have been impacted by wetland loss and degradation. They

are extremely secretive. Stub-

can be sensitive to habitat changes such as drying due

by tails, short round wings,

to a lowered water table, too much flooding, or loss of

and a narrow body allow

senescent vegetation. They will colonize restored wetlands,

rails to move quietly through

so wetland conservation and restoration will ensure that

marsh vegetation. They generally stay close to hiding cover

Virginia rail’s breeding call is a repeated “ki-dic ki-dic;”

some of Oregon’s marshes still “tic” with the call of the

as they hunt for invertebrates and other foods.

the sora’s call sound like “ker-wee” or “kooEE;” and the

yellow rail.

yellow rail’s “tic-tic tic-tic-tic” is reminiscent of tapping two
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sion of sounds: Pacific tree-

